Abstract-The paper presents an approach to formal verification of multiagent data analysis algo rithms for ontology population. The system agents correspond to information items of the input data and the rule of ontology population and data processing. They determine values of information objects obtained at the preliminary phase of the analysis. The agents working in parallel check the syntactic and semantic consistency of tuples of information items. Since the agents operate in parallel, it is nec essary to verify some important properties of the system related to it, such as the property that the con troller agent correctly determines the system termination. In our approach, the SPIN model checking tool is used. The agent protocols are written in the Promela language (the input language of the tool), and the properties of the multiagent data analysis system are expressed in liner time logic (LTL). We carried out several experiments to check this model in various modes of the tool and for various num bers of agents.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to present an approach to formal verification of multiagent data analysis algo rithms for ontology population.
Let there be an ontology the elements of which are classes defined by a set of attributes and relations defined by a pair of classes and a set of attributes. The rules of ontology population make it possible to form instances of classes and relations of this ontology. In addition, there are rules for processing input data. These data can be unstructured (natural language) and semistructured (different databases or marked Web pages). We consider that all these rules were defined formally in such a way that each rule:
(1) uses as input data either instances of classes or relations and their attribute values, and formal fea tures of input data; (2) can bind a set of values of the input attributes to the instance of some class; (3) can determine the value of an attribute of a relation and belonging of instances to a specified relation. Multiagent data analysis for ontology population is a multilevel process. At the first stage, the prelim inary data analysis generates underdetermined objects that can be instances of classes or relations of a given ontology. At the next stage, these objects are updated as far as possible, based on the input data and a test of semantic and syntactic consistency using the rules of ontology population and data processing. At the third stage, these objects instances have to resolve various ambiguities in their definitions, which are an integral part of automatic data analysis.
At the second stage of analysis, information agents arise (instance agents and relation agents). They correspond to instances of ontology classes and relations. Information agents interact with rule agents, implementing specified rules of data processing and ontology population. Agents exchange information necessary to determine the attribute values or objects and information agents. A special controller agent determines system termination, i.e., the time when all possible information was extracted from the data and all agents are waiting for messages. In contrast to other agents of the model, this service agent is uni versal; i.e., it does not depend on the specified ontology and input data.
All agents operate in parallel; therefore, it is particularly important to verify some system properties associated with this. In particular, the properties of correct detection of system termination by a controller agent and workability of the analysis system are of interest. To check these properties, we used the SPIN model checking tool [9] . SPIN has a sufficiently expressive input language for the specification of the dis cussed data analysis model and its properties, as well as a well developed error detection and analysis system. The multiagent approach to extracting information from heterogeneous data sources is widespread. In particular, it is used for word processing in natural language [1, 2, 6, 11] and data processing from the Internet [3] [4] [5] . Word processing and network data processing agents have different behaviors. Usually, in processing network data, agents are high level entities that rather exercise control by data flows and use standard algorithms for information extraction. In word processing in natural language, agents are usually associated with traditional linguistic levels (morphological, syntactic, and semantic) or they are designed to recognize specific linguistic phenomena, such as ellipses, anaphora, parataxis, and homonymy. Such agents can accelerate data analysis due to parallel operation, but to improve the quality of analysis, they do not use ontological data semantically.
Multiagent low level data analysis, in which agents do not process input data by traditional methods and directly represent information units, is a new data processing method. As far as we know, the similar approach has been presented only in [10] . We also know nothing about the verification of such data anal ysis systems.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes agents of the discussed system and their operation protocols. Section 3 is devoted to representation of the multiagent model and its prop erties in the SPIN system. Directions for future research are discussed in Section 4.
AGENTS AND PROTOCOLS
Let us briefly describe our multiagent approach to ontology population based on semantic data analy sis. Let there be the following: an ontology of a subject domain, rules of its population, a semantic and syntactic model of the domain sublanguage and data from which information is extracted to populate a given ontology.
Let the ontology of the subject domain be a set
is a finite nonempty set of classes that describe the concepts of the domain; 
• RI O = ∪RI i represents instances of relations of ontology, which are finite sets of relations on a set of instances of I O class, where the instance RI i of relation R i ∈ R O contains the instances of o 1 , o 2 ∈ I O from C 1 and C 2 classes, respectively, as well as a j attributes with values of v j :
The rules for ontology population recognize in the input data instances of classes or relations of a spec ified ontology and features of their attributes and associate the instances of the classes to the relations. The semantic-syntactic model of the input data language is usually quite complex, and its universal formal ization goes beyond the scope of this work.
The preliminary data processing stage is performed by an external module analyzer based on the domain glossary. This module generates sets of instance agents corresponding to the concepts of ontology and relation agents, which correspond to the relations of the given ontology. Rule agents implement the input data processing and ontology population rules. According to information received from the instance agents and relation agents, they produce new values of elements of an instance of concepts and relations and create new information agents. Sooner or later, the information agents will identify all values of their attributes, which can be extracted from the available data, and the system will stop. A controller agent determines the point of time of system termination. Instance agents use the accumulated values for each of their attributes to resolve information ambiguities. Then, the formal definitions of agents follow. Let the
A set of IA instance agents correspond to instances of classes in the ontology. Each I ∈ IA is a set of
• id is the unique identifier of the agent;
the ontological class of an agent;
• Atr = is a set of attributes of an agent, where for each j ∈ [1..k]
(1) a j is the name of the attribute; (2) the value of an attribute of V j belonging to a domain of the corresponding type so (a j , V j ) ⊆ F A (Cl O ); (3) the rule agents from a set of Rul j to get the required result of the attribute's value a j ;
• Rul are rule agents requiring obtaining of the result of an agent's data;
• Rel are relation agents; for each (r, ir) ∈ Rel: ir is the set of identifiers of instances of relation agents r containing this agent.
The set of relation agents RlA corresponds to relations of ontology O. Each Rl ∈ RlA is the set of Rl = (id; Rl O ; IR; Rul), where
• Rl O ∈ R O is the ontological relation of the agent;
• IR = is the set of instances of relation Rl O , where for each i (1) the objects of rela tion o 1 and o 2 are identifiers of instance agents of classes C 1 and C 2 , respectively, such that the Rl O ∈ F R (C 1 , C 2 ), (2) Atr i is set of attributes of relation and their values, so Atr i ⊆ F A (Rl O ); the relation agent is defined if its objects are defined;
• Rul is the rule agents that require a result from the agent data. The set of rule agents RA corresponds to the rules of the input data and the ontology population. Each agent R ∈ RA represents the next set R = (id; Args; make_res (args), result), where
) is a set of argument vectors where for every i ∈ [1…s]: arg i is the value of the argument determined by the instance agent or relation of ontological class Cl i ∈ C O ; denote an argu ment vector values as arg s , where each value is (1) the value of the attribute with the identifier of the corresponding instance agent, or (2) an instance agent identifier, or (3) an identifier of the instance of the relation agent;
• make_res (arg s ) is a function calculating the result on vector args;
• result is the result of the function make_res (arg s ), which can be empty if the argument vector does not match or contain (1) the attribute values of the relation agents from vector arg s and/or (2) the objects and attribute values of relation agents of vector arg s and/or (3) new information agents (they differ from remaining agents by classes and attribute values).
Let us give a brief overview of the methods of interaction of information agents and rule agents. A mul tiagent MDA data analysis system contains sets of information agents and a set of rule agents and the ser vice controller agents. During interaction between these agents under the protocols outlined below, semantic data analysis is implemented when the information agents determine all possible values of their attributes and objects based on the input data. All agents perform their protocols in parallel. Thus, agents act until no rule agent can get a result. The controller agent tracks this termination event. We use the orig inal AB algorithm for detecting termination [8] based on calculation of agent activity. The system is dynamic, since the rule agents can create new information agents.
Agents are coupled with duplex channels. A controller agent is coupled with all other agents, instance agents coupled with its relation agents of the Rel set, and all information agents with all rule agents that use the information received from them and/or generate new values of attributes/objects. We consider that messages are transmitted instantly in a reliable environment and stored in communication channels before reading.
Let IA = {I 1 , …, I n , …} be a set of instance agents with action protocol Ii for all I i ∈ IA, RlA = {Rl 1 , …, Rl m , …} be a set of relation agents with action protocol Rlj for all Rl j ∈ RlA; and RA = {R 1 , …, R s } be a set of rule agents with action protocol Rk for all R k ∈ RA. Let C be the action protocol of agent controller C. Then the algorithm for multiagent analysis of MDA data can be represented in pseudocode as follows: MDA:: parallel {I1} ...{In} ...{Rl1} ...{Rlm} ...{R1} ...{Rs} {C}.
Here parallel operator means that all processes in braces are executed in parallel. Let us briefly describe the protocols.
Let C be a controller agent, R and R ij be rule agents, I be an instance agent, Rl be a relation agent, A be an information agent, mess be a message (specialized for each kind of agents), and Input be a set of incoming messages. For simplicity, we assume that rule agents produce exactly one attribute value for each instance agent and/or exactly one instance for each agent relation. Protocols can be easily generalized to the case of production of a multiple result.
Informal description of protocol of instance agent. At the first stage of its activity, the agent sends out the already determined data to all rule agents interested in these data. Processing of instance agent input data consists in changing its attributes and relations, and sending out new values to rule agents interested in these data. A controller agent is informed about every change in activity. The an instance agent termi nates operation if it receives a STOP message from the agent controller.
Protocol of instance agents. I ::
if a i ≠ then { send |Rul i | to C; send -1 to C; } }. Informal description of protocol of agent relation. At the first stage of its activity, the agent sends out the already determined data to all rule agents and instance agents interested in these data. Processing of rela tion agent input data consists in changing their instances and sending out identifiers of new instances to instance agents and rule agents interested in these data. A controller agent is informed about every change in activity. A relation agent terminates operation if it receives a STOP message from a controller agent.
Protocol of relation agents. forall R ∈ Rul send (Rl, i) to R;} 18.
send -1 to C; }}. Informal description of protocol of a rule agent. It has two parallel subprocesses: processing data from information agents (ProcInput) and obtaining an outgoing result (ProcResult). Processing of input data includes:
(1) formation of the argument vector; (2) sending of an argument vector or message about stopping to the process ProcResult. Producing of an outgoing result includes:
(1) checking the consistency of arguments and the argument vector; if arg = 'stop' then break; 5.
(result; SendList) = make_res(arg); 6.
if result ≠ then { 7.
start_new_information_agents; 8.
send |SendList| to C; 9.
forall A ∈ SendList send result(A) to A;} 10.
send -1 to C; }}. The main operation of the controller agent is sequential counting activity of other agents. If all agents in addition to itself are inactive, it sends out a STOP message to everyone. if( Input = and Act = 0 ) then break; } 6. send STOP to all;
The example in Fig. 1 demonstrates the basic operations that agents perform to extract information on the venue of the event, e.g., from the text of a newsletter of the PSSV Conference. Four possible states of the system occurring sequentially were selected, in which the information agents of Events I 1 (PSSV 14 Conference) and Event_venue Rl 1 send their data to the rule agent R 3 , which is responsible for checking the compatibility of data, taking into account their expressions in the text (Fig. 1a) and, in the case of success, receive new data (Fig. 1b) matched with each other (Fig. 1c) . At each stage, the controller agent C receives information about the activities of agents and monitors the time of system termination (Fig. 1d) .
The following proposition is a direct consequence of proposition 1 from [7] : Proposition 1. A multiagent MDA system terminates, and the controller agent correctly determines the moment of termination.
The proposition was proven in [7] . The proof of the first part is based on the finiteness of the input data and the natural assumption that the rules of ontology population and data processing cannot infinitely generate new information.
MULTIAGENT DATA ANALYSIS IN SPIN SYSTEM
In addition to proposition 1, it makes sense to formally verify the protocols of our system, since parallel interaction of agents is a complex process. An important property of the multiagent system is the correct ness of the actions the controller agent, i.e., that the agent correctly detects the moment of termination, when all agents are waiting for messages, without doing anything else. In addition, operability is a signif 0 0 0 Example of operation of multiagent text analysis algorithm.
icant feature of the system: a point of time will come in the future when at least one information agent will obtain and assign a value to at least one of its attributes. The properties of completeness and soundness of information processing are also important, but it is practically impossible to check them by formal verifi cation methods.
For a formal check of the multiagent system model of data analysis, we used the known SPIN model verification system [9] . The NuSMV system of model verification was not suitable to verify the discussed model because the NuSMV input language cannot effectively work with arrays, resulting in a very complex description of a multiagent system of data analysis. To verification using the SPIN system, it is necessary that the model of the system be recorded with the Promela input language and the model properties be expressed in linear time logic (LTL).
The SPIN system permits only finite input data. This is a significant reason for the subsequent simpli fication of the initial data analysis model:
(1) as input data we consider finite sets of natural numbers from a limited subset of natural numbers; (2) the values of attributes of classes and instances of ontology relations, i.e., the admitted region, are sets of natural numbers; (3) thus, the result of the action of rule agents are sets of natural numbers as objects of instances of rela tion agents, attribute values for information agents, and values of elements of new information agents. Therefore, in this simplified model, precisely what data are processed and produced by agents plays no role. We are interested in stopping verification performance and correctness of determination of termination. The reason for this simplification is the first part of Proposition 1 about stopping the multiagent system.
For specification of the model in the Promela language, we define the InstAgent, RelAgent, RulAgent and Controller processes corresponding to the respective agents of our model. The agents are instances of the processes of the appropriate type. SPIN assigns a unique identification number _pid to each process. Further we will describe some characteristics of these processes.
(1) Definition of processes. Definition of processes is based on formal descriptions of the agents from Section 2 and contains Promela language structures, including fields of integer arrays. For example, the following specification is part of the definition of an instance agent:
(2) Types of communications messages. Message types are different for different types of processes and are implemented as Promela language structures with fields containing integers and their arrays. Types of messages for an instance agent and rule agent are represented below.
(3) Initialization of agents. We create a set of information agents and assign the initial values of their attributes and objects (in the case of relations) that simulates the work of an exterior module of preliminary data analysis. In addition, during initialization, the number of rule agents are determined that require the data of these information agents. For rule agents, it is necessary to assign the ontological classes of the argument and functions to obtain the result. The proposed implementation of initialization depends on the sequence number of each agent. This number identifies the class of agent, its outgoing rules Rul and Rul i for each attribute a i (see definition of information agents), and attributes whose values have been identified. Next follows the part of specification of an instance agent: (4) Actions of agents. The actions of agents are based on the above mentioned protocols and include message sending and update data. Rule agents also create their argument vectors and calculate the values of attributes for information agents that simulate the rules of ontology population and data processing. The actions of information agents and agent controllers are compiled to the Promela language from the protocols of the previous section almost immediately. The make_arg function of an agent rule defines the location of the input data, received from the information agents in the attribute vector in accordance with the definition of this agent rule. This function generates regular data (the set of argument vectors) for fur ther processing by the make_res function, which simulates obtaining the result on input data. In this case, this simulation depends on the values of the input arguments and _pid process rules. These parameters are used to determine:
(1) the consistency of the argument vector; (2) the amount and numbers of instance agents and their attributes that that require updating, and the values of those attributes; (3) the amount and numbers of relation agents, their instances that should be updated or augmented, the changing elements of these instances, and their new values. All simulation functions are very simple, since they are designed to simulate real functions with linear time complexity. However, let us note that the make_arg function has an exponential time complexity. Below, the represented part of the specifica tion of the rule agent calculates the new value of the instance agent attribute.
Let us formulate the properties of the model that we want to verify. Let each agent A ∈ IA ∪ RlA ∪ RA (not controller) have a special Boolean status of activity A.active, and its value be true when the agent does something useful (sends or processes messages) and false when the agent simply waits for incoming mes sages. Then the property of correct operation of a controller can be expressed in LTL as follows:
The operability property is expressed as follows:
where A.was_upd is a Boolean variable reflecting the fact that agent A updated its attribute; i.e., initially the value of this variable is false, and after the first update of the attribute, it becomes true.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have proposed an approach to verifying the multiagent algorithm of data analysis for ontology population. The SPIN tool of checking the model is used as a means of verification, and the sys tem properties are expressed using the LTL formulas. In the simulation mode, the system model was tested for 150 main agents and controller agents (138 130 steps). However, in the verification mode, checking of the correctness properties was possible only for 18 main agents. Both correctness properties are performed in the described model. Verification entails 25 min of operation of a computer with a 2.6 GHz Intel Cel eron (R) processor with about 1 GB of RAM.
At this stage of our research, we do not consider the competition and cooperation of information agents to resolve ambiguities. In the near future, we plan to expand the possibilities of agents with these types of interactions, develop algorithms to resolve ambiguities, and verify their properties, such as the ter mination, correctness of interactions, etc. 
